The entire data collection process has been carried out exclusively through the Facebook Graph API and the YouTube Data API. The collection methods are relayed in the Data Collection section.

Introduction {#sec001}
============

The diffusion of social media caused a shift of paradigm in the creation and consumption of information. We passed from a mediated (e.g., by journalists) to a more disintermediated selection process. Such a disintermediation elicits the tendencies of the users to a) select information adhering to their system of beliefs---i.e., confirmation bias---and b) to form groups of like minded people where they polarize their view---i.e. echo chambers \[[@pone.0159641.ref001]--[@pone.0159641.ref006]\]. Polarized communities emerge around diverse and heteorgeneous narratives often reflecting extreme disagreement with respect to the main stream news and recommended practices. The emergence of polarization in online environments might reduce viewpoint heterogeneity, which has long been viewed as an important component of democratic societies \[[@pone.0159641.ref007], [@pone.0159641.ref008]\].

Confirmation bias has been shown to play a pivotal role in the diffusion of rumors online \[[@pone.0159641.ref009]\]. However, on online social media, different algorithms foster personalized contents according to user tastes---i.e. they show users viewpoints that they already agree with. The role of these algorithms in influencing the emergence of echo chambers is still a matter of debate. Indeed, little is known about the factors affecting the algorithms' outcomes. Facebook promotes posts according to the *News Feed* algorithm, that helps users to see more stories from friends they interact with the most, and the number of comments and likes a post receives and what kind of story it is---e.g. photo, video, status update---can also make a post more likely to appear \[[@pone.0159641.ref010]\]. Conversely, YouTube promotes videos through *Watch Time*, which prioritizes videos that lead to a longer overall viewing session over those that receive more clicks \[[@pone.0159641.ref011]\]. Not much is known about the role of cognitive factors in driving users to aggregate in echo chambers supporting their preferred narrative. Recent studies suggest confirmation bias as one of the driving forces of content selection, which eventually leads to the emergence of polarized communities where users acquire confirmatory information and ignore dissenting content \[[@pone.0159641.ref012]--[@pone.0159641.ref017]\].

To shade light on the role of algorithms for content promotion in the emergence of echo chambers, we analyze the users behavior exposed to the same contents on different platforms---i.e. Youtube and Facebook. We focus on Facebook posts linking Youtube videos reported on Science and Conspiracy pages. We then compare the users interaction with these videos on both platforms.

We limit our analysis to Science and Conspiracy for two main reasons: a) scientific news and conspiracy-like news are two very distinct and conflicting narratives; b) scientific pages share the main mission to diffuse scientific knowledge and rational thinking, while the alternative ones resort to unsubstantiated rumors.

Indeed, conspiracy-like pages disseminate myth narratives and controversial information, usually lacking supporting evidence and most often contradictory of the official news. Moreover, the spreading of misinformation on online social media has become a widespread phenomenon to an extent that the World Economic Forum listed massive digital misinformation as one of the main threats for the modern society \[[@pone.0159641.ref016], [@pone.0159641.ref018]\].

In spite of different debunking strategies, unsubstantiated rumors---e.g. those supporting anti-vaccines claims, climate change denials, and alternative medicine myths---keep proliferating in polarized communities emerging on online environments \[[@pone.0159641.ref009], [@pone.0159641.ref014]\], leading to a climate of disengagement from mainstream society and recommended practices. A recent study \[[@pone.0159641.ref019]\] pointed out the inefficacy of debunking and the concrete risk of a backfire effect \[[@pone.0159641.ref020], [@pone.0159641.ref021]\] from the usual and most committed consumers of conspiracy-like narratives.

We believe that additional insights about cognitive factors and behavioral patterns driving the emergence of polarized environments are crucial to understand and develop strategies to mitigate the spreading of online misinformation.

In this paper, using a quantitative analysis on a massive dataset (12*M* of users), we compare consumption patterns of videos supporting scientific and conspiracy-like news on Facebook and Youtube. We extend our analysis by investigating the polarization dynamics---i.e. how users become polarized comment after comment. On both platforms, we observe that some users interact only with a specific kind of content since the beginning, whereas others start their commenting activity by switching between contents supporting different narratives. The vast majority of the latter---after the initial switching phase---starts consuming mainly one type of information, becoming polarized towards one of the two conflicting narratives. Finally, by means of a multinomial logistic model, we are able to predict with a good precision the probability of whether a user will become polarized towards a given narrative or she will continue to switch between information supporting competing narratives. The observed evolution of polarization is similar between Facebook and YouTube to an extent that the statistical learning model trained on Facebook is able to predict with a good precision the polarization of YouTube users, and vice versa. Our findings show that contents more than the algorithms lead to the aggregation of users in different echo chambers.

Results and Discussion {#sec002}
======================

We start our analysis by focusing on the statistical signatures of content consumption on Facebook and Youtube videos. The focus is on all videos posted by conspiracy-like and scientific pages on Facebook. We compare the consumption patterns of the same video on both Facebook and Youtube. On Facebook a *like* stands for a positive feedback to the post; a *share* expresses the will to increase the visibility of a given information; and a *comment* is the way in which online collective debates take form around the topic promoted by posts. Similarly, on YouTube a *like* stands for a positive feedback to the video; and a *comment* is the way in which online collective debates grow around the topic promoted by videos.

Contents Consumption across Facebook and YouTube {#sec003}
------------------------------------------------

As a preliminary analysis we measure the similarity of the users reaction to the same videos on both platforms. Focusing on the consumptions patterns of YouTube videos posted on Facebook pages, we compute the Spearman's rank correlation coefficients between users' actions on Facebook posts and the related YouTube videos (see [Fig 1](#pone.0159641.g001){ref-type="fig"}). We find strong correlations on how users like, comment and share videos on Facebook and Youtube. Despite the different algorithm for content promotion, information reverberate in a similar way.

![Correlation Matrix.\
Spearman's rank correlation coefficients between users' actions on Facebook posts and the related YouTube videos.](pone.0159641.g001){#pone.0159641.g001}

By means of the Mantel test \[[@pone.0159641.ref022]\] we find a statistically significant (simulated p-value \<0.01, based on 10^4^ Monte Carlo replicates), high, and positive (*r* = 0.987) correlation between the correlation matrices of Science and Conspiracy. In particular, we find positive and high correlations between users' actions on YouTube videos for both Science and Conspiracy, indicating a similar strong monotone increasing relationship between views, likes, and comments. Furthermore, we observe positive and mild correlations between users' actions on Facebook posts linking YouTube videos for both Science and Conspiracy, suggesting a monotone increasing relationship between likes, comments, and shares. Conversely, we find positive yet low correlations between users' actions across YouTube videos and the Facebook posts linking the videos for both Science and Conspiracy, implying that the success---in terms of received attention---of videos posted on YouTube does not ensure a comparable success on Facebook, and vice versa. This evidence suggests that the social response to information is similar on different contents and platforms.

As a further analysis we focus on the volume of actions to each post. In [Fig 2](#pone.0159641.g002){ref-type="fig"} we show the empirical Cumulative Complementary Distribution Functions (CCDFs) of the consumption patterns of videos supporting conflicting narratives---i.e. Science and Conspiracy---in terms of comments and likes on Facebook and YouTube. The double-log scale plots highlight the power law behavior of each distribution. Top right panel shows the CCDFs of the number of likes received by Science (*x*~*min*~ = 197 and *θ* = 1.96) and Conspiracy (*x*~*min*~ = 81 and *θ* = 1.91) on Facebook. Top left panel shows the CCDFs of the number of comments received by Science (*x*~*min*~ = 35 and *θ* = 2.37) and Conspiracy (*x*~*min*~ = 22 and *θ* = 2.23) on Facebook. Bottom right panel shows the CCDFs of the number of likes received by Science (*x*~*min*~ = 1,609 and *θ* = 1.65) and Conspiracy (*x*~*min*~ = 1,175 and *θ* = 1.75) on YouTube. Bottom left panel shows the CCDFs of the number of comments received by Science (*x*~*min*~ = 666 and *θ* = 1.70) and Conspiracy (*x*~*min*~ = 629 and *θ* = 1.77) on YouTube.

![Consumption Patterns of Videos on Facebook and YouTube.\
The empirical CCDFs, 1 − *F*(*x*), show the consumption patterns of videos supporting conflicting narratives---i.e. Science and Conspiracy---in terms of comments (A and C) and likes (B and D) on Facebook and YouTube.](pone.0159641.g002){#pone.0159641.g002}

Social response on different contents do not present a significant difference on Facebook and Youtube. Users' response to content is similar on both platform and on both types of content. Science and Conspiracy videos receive the same amount of attention and reverberate in a similar way.

Polarized and Homogeneous Communities {#sec004}
-------------------------------------

As a secondary analysis we want to check whether the content has a polarizing effect on user. Hence, we focus on the users' activity across the different type of contents. [Fig 3](#pone.0159641.g003){ref-type="fig"} shows the Probability Density Functions (PDFs) of about 12*M* users' and on how they distribute their comments on Science and Conspiracy posts (polarization) on both Facebook and YouTube. We observe sharply peaked bimodal distributions. Users concentrate their activity on one of the two narratives. To quantify the degree of polarization we use the Bimodality Coefficient (BC), and we find that the BC is very high for both Facebook and YouTube. In particular, *BC*~*FB*~ = 0.964 and *BC*~*YT*~ = 0.928. Moreover, we observe that the percentage of polarized users (users with *ρ* \< 0.05 and *ρ* \> 0.95) is 93.6% on Facebook and 87.8% on YouTube; therefore, two well separated communities support competing narratives in both online social networks.

![Polarization on Facebook and YouTube.\
The PDFs of the polarization *ρ* show that the vast majority of users is polarized towards one of the two conflicting narratives---i.e. Science and Conspiracy---on both Facebook and YouTube.](pone.0159641.g003){#pone.0159641.g003}

Content has a polarizing effect, indeed, users focus on specific types of content and aggregate in separated groups---echo chambers---independently of the platform and content promotion algorithm.

To further detail such a segregation, we analyze how polarized users---i.e., users having more than the 95% of their interactions with one narrative---behave with respect to their preferred content. [Fig 4](#pone.0159641.g004){ref-type="fig"} shows the empirical CCDFs of the number of comments left by all polarized users on Facebook and YouTube ($x_{min}^{FB} = 8$, *θ*^*FB*^ = 2.13 and $x_{min}^{YT} = 17$, *θ*^*YT*^ = 2.29). We observe a very narrow difference (`HDI`90 = \[−0.18,−0.13\]) between the tail behavior of the two distributions. Moreover, [Fig 5](#pone.0159641.g005){ref-type="fig"} shows the empirical CCDFs of the number of comments left by users polarized on either Science or Conspiracy on both Facebook ($x_{min}^{Sci} = 5$, *θ*^*Sci*^ = 2.29 and $x_{min}^{Con} = 4$, *θ*^*Con*^ = 2.31, with `HDI`90 = \[−0.018,−0.009\]) and YouTube ($x_{min}^{Sci} = 2$, *θ*^*Sci*^ = 2.86 and $x_{min}^{Con} = 3$, *θ*^*Con*^ = 2.41, with `HDI`90 = \[0.44, 0.46\]). Users supporting conflicting narratives behave similarly on Facebook, whereas on YouTube the power law distributions slightly differ in the scaling parameters.

![Commenting Activity of Polarized Users.\
The empirical CCDFs, 1 − *F*(*x*), of the number of comments left by polarized users on Facebook and YouTube.](pone.0159641.g004){#pone.0159641.g004}

![Commenting Activity of Users Polarized towards Conflicting Narratives.\
The empirical CCDFs, 1 − *F*(*x*), of the number of comments left by users polarized on scientific narratives and conspiracy theories on Facebook (A) and YouTube (B).](pone.0159641.g005){#pone.0159641.g005}

The aggregation of users around conflicting narratives lead to the emergence of echo chambers. Once inside such homogeneous and polarized communities, users supporting both narratives behave in a similar way, irrespective of the platform and content promotion algorithm.

Prediction of Users Polarization {#sec005}
--------------------------------

Now we want to characterize how the content attract users,---i.e. how users' polarization evolves comment after comment. We consider random samples of 400 users who left at least 100 comments, and we compute the mobility of a user across different contents along time. On both Facebook and YouTube, we observe that some users interact with a specific kind of content, whereas others start their commenting activity by switching between contents supporting different narratives. The latter---after an initial switching phase---starts focusing only on one type of information, becoming polarized towards one of the two conflicting narratives. We exploit such a regularity to derive a data-driven model to forecast users' polarizations. Indeed, by means of a multinomial logistic model, we are able to predict the probability of whether a user will become polarized towards a given narrative or she will continue to switch between information supporting competing narratives. In particular, we consider the users' polarization after *n* comments, *ρ*~*n*~ with *n* = 1, ..., 100, as a predictor to classify users in three different classes: Polarized in Science (*N* = 400), Not Polarized (*N* = 400), Polarized in Conspiracy (*N* = 400).

[Fig 6](#pone.0159641.g006){ref-type="fig"} shows precision, recall, and accuracy of the classification tasks on Facebook and YouTube as a function of *n*. On both online social networks, we find that the model's performances monotonically increase as a function of *n* for each class. Focusing on accuracy, significant results (greater than 0.70) are obtained for low values of *n*. A suitable compromise between classification performances and required number of comments seems to be *n* = 50, which provides an accuracy greater than 0.80 for each class on both YouTube and Facebook. To assess how the results generalize to independent datasets and to limit problems like overfitting, we split YouTube and Facebook users datasets in training sets (*N* = 1000) and test sets (*N* = 200), and we perform Monte Carlo cross validations with 10^3^ iterations. Results of Monte Carlo validations are shown in [Table 1](#pone.0159641.t001){ref-type="table"} and confirm the goodness of the model.

10.1371/journal.pone.0159641.t001

###### Monte Carlo Cross Validation.

Mean and standard deviation (obtained averaging results of 10^3^ iterations) of precision, recall, and accuracy of the classification task for users Polarized in Conspiracy, Not Polarized, Polarized in Science.

![](pone.0159641.t001){#pone.0159641.t001g}

                            YouTube       Facebook                                                
  ------------------------- ------------- ------------- ------------- ------------- ------------- -------------
  Polarized in Conspiracy   0.80 ± 0.04   0.93 ± 0.03   0.90 ± 0.02   0.89 ± 0.03   0.98 ± 0.02   0.95 ± 0.01
  Not Polarized             0.85 ± 0.05   0.65 ± 0.06   0.85 ± 0.02   0.90 ± 0.04   0.70 ± 0.05   0.87 ± 0.02
  Polarized in Science      0.89 ± 0.04   0.96 ± 0.02   0.95 ± 0.01   0.84 ± 0.04   0.94 ± 0.03   0.92 ± 0.02

![Performance measures the classification task.\
Precision, recall, and accuracy of the classification task for users Polarized in Conspiracy, Not Polarized, Polarized in Science on Facebook and YouTube as a function of *n*. On both online social networks, we find that the model's performance measures monotonically increase as a function of *n*. Focusing on the accuracy, significant results (greater than 0.70) are obtained for low values of *n*.](pone.0159641.g006){#pone.0159641.g006}

We conclude that the early interaction of users with contents is an accurate predictor for the preferential attachment to a community and thus for the emergence of echo chambers. Moreover, in [Table 2](#pone.0159641.t002){ref-type="table"}, we show that the evolution of the polarization on Facebook and YouTube is so alike that the same model (with *n* = 50), when trained with Facebook users (*N* = 1200) to classify YouTube users (*N* = 1200), leads to an accuracy in the classification task greater than 0.80 for each class. Similarly, using YouTube users as training set to classify Facebook users leads to similar performances.

10.1371/journal.pone.0159641.t002

###### Performance measures of classification.

Precision, recall, and accuracy of the classification task for users Polarized in Conspiracy, Not Polarized, Polarized in Science when YouTube users are used as training set to classify Facebook users (top table), and when Facebook users are used as training set to classify YouTube users (bottom table).

![](pone.0159641.t002){#pone.0159641.t002g}

  -------------------------------------- ----------- -------- ----------
  **Training YouTube---Test Facebook**                        
                                         Precision   Recall   Accuracy
  Polarized in Conspiracy                0.90        0.95     0.95
  Not Polarized                          0.90        0.41     0.79
  Polarized in Science                   0.68        1.00     0.84
  **Training Facebook---Test YouTube**                        
  Polarized in Conspiracy                0.77        0.96     0.89
  Not Polarized                          0.72        0.69     0.81
  Polarized in Science                   0.97        0.77     0.91
  -------------------------------------- ----------- -------- ----------

Conclusions {#sec006}
===========

Algorithms for content promotion are supposed to be the main determinants of the polarization effect arising out of online social media. Still, not much is known about the role of cognitive factors in driving users to aggregate in echo chambers supporting their favorite narrative. Recent studies suggest confirmation bias as one of the driving forces of content selection, which eventually leads to the emergence of polarized communities \[[@pone.0159641.ref012]--[@pone.0159641.ref015]\].

Our findings show that conflicting narratives lead to the aggregation of users in homogeneous echo chambers, irrespective of the online social network and the algorithm of content promotion.

Indeed, in this work, we characterize the behavioral patterns of users dealing with the same contents, but different mechanisms of content promotion. In particular, we investigate whether different mechanisms regulating content promotion in Facebook and Youtube lead to the emergence of homogeneous echo chambers.

We study how users interact with two very distinct and conflicting narratives---i.e. conspiracy-like and scientific news---on Facebook and YouTube. Using extensive quantitative analysis, we find the emergence of polarized and homogeneous communities supporting competing narratives that behave similarly on both online social networks. Moreover, we analyze the evolution of polarization, i.e. how users become polarized towards a narrative. Still, we observe strong similarities between behavioral patterns of users supporting conflicting narratives on different online social networks.

Such a common behavior allows us to derive a statistical learning model to predict with a good precision whether a user will become polarized towards a certain narrative or she will continue to switch between contents supporting different narratives. Finally, we observe that the behavioral patterns are so similar in Facebook and YouTube that we are able to predict with a good precision the polarization of Facebook users by training the model with YouTube users, and vice versa.

Methods {#sec007}
=======

Ethics Statement {#sec008}
----------------

The entire data collection process has been carried out exclusively through the Facebook Graph API \[[@pone.0159641.ref023]\] and the YouTube Data API \[[@pone.0159641.ref024]\], which are both publicly available, and for the analysis we used only public available data (users with privacy restrictions are not included in the dataset). The pages from which we download data are public Facebook and YouTube entities. User content contributing to such entities is also public unless the user's privacy settings specify otherwise and in that case it is not available to us. We abided by the terms, conditions, and privacy policies of the websites (Facebook/Youtube)

Data Collection {#sec009}
---------------

The Facebook dataset is composed of 413 US public pages divided to Conspiracy and Science news. The first category (Conspiracy) includes pages diffusing alternative information sources and myth narratives---pages which disseminate controversial information, usually lacking supporting evidence and most often contradictory of the official news. The second category (Science) includes scientific institutions and scientific press having the main mission of diffusing scientific knowledge. Such a space of investigation is defined with the same approach as in \[[@pone.0159641.ref019]\], with the support of different Facebook groups very active in monitoring the conspiracy narratives. Pages were accurately selected and verified according to their self description. For both the categories of pages we downloaded all the posts (and their respective users interactions) in a timespan of 5 years (Jan 2010 to Dec 2014). To our knowledge, the final dataset is the complete set of all scientific and conspiracy-like information sources active in the US Facebook scenario up to date.

We pick all posts on Facebook linking a video on Youtube and then through the API we downloaded the videos related metadata. To build the Youtube database of video we downloaded likes, comments and descriptions of each video cited/shared in Facebook posts using the Youtube Data API \[[@pone.0159641.ref025]\]. Each video link in Facebook contains an unique id that identify the resource in a unique way on both Facebook and Youtube. The comments thread in Youtube, with its time sequence, is the equivalent of the feed timeline in a Facebook page. The techniques used to analyse Facebook data can be then used in Youtube data with minimum modifications. The YouTube dataset is composed of about 17*K* videos linked by Facebook posts supporting Science or Conspiracy news. Videos linked by posts in Science pages are considered as videos disseminating scientific knowledge, whereas videos linked by posts in Conspiracy pages are considered as videos diffusing controversial information and supporting myth and conspiracy-like theories. Such a categorization is validated by all the authors and Facebook groups very active in monitoring conspiracy narratives. The exact breakdown of the data is shown in Tables [3](#pone.0159641.t003){ref-type="table"}, [4](#pone.0159641.t004){ref-type="table"}, [5](#pone.0159641.t005){ref-type="table"} and [6](#pone.0159641.t006){ref-type="table"}. Summarizing, the dataset is composed of all public videos posted by the Facebook pages listed in the Page List section and their related instances on Youtube.

10.1371/journal.pone.0159641.t003

###### Breakdown of the dataset.

![](pone.0159641.t003){#pone.0159641.t003g}

  ---------- -------------- ------------ ---------
             **Facebook**                
             Science        Conspiracy   Total
  Posts      4,388          16,689       21,077
  Likes      925*K*         1*M*         1.9*M*
  Comments   86*K*          127*K*       213*K*
  Shares     312*K*         493*K*       805*K*
             **YouTube**                 
             Science        Conspiracy   Total
  Videos     3,803          13,649       17,452
  Likes      13.5*M*        31*M*        44.5*M*
  Comments   5.6*M*         11.2*M*      16.8*M*
  Views      2.1*M*         6.33*M*      8.41*M*
  ---------- -------------- ------------ ---------

10.1371/journal.pone.0159641.t004

###### Conspiracy Pages.

![](pone.0159641.t004){#pone.0159641.t004g}

        Page Name                                                                     Facebook ID
  ----- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------
  1     Spirit Science and Metaphysics                                                171274739679432
  2     Spirit Science                                                                210238862349944
  3     The Conspiracy Archives                                                       262849270399655
  4     iReleaseEndorphins                                                            297719273575542
  5     World of Lucid Dreaming                                                       98584674825
  6     The Science of Spirit                                                         345684712212932
  7     Esoteric Philosophy                                                           141347145919527
  8     9/11 Truth Movement                                                           259930617384687
  9     Great Health The Natural Way                                                  177320665694370
  10    New World Order News                                                          111156025645268
  11    Freedom Isn't Free on FB                                                      634692139880441
  12    Skeptic Society                                                               224391964369022
  13    The Spiritualist                                                              197053767098051
  14    Anonymous World Wide                                                          494931210527903
  15    The Life Beyond Earth                                                         152806824765696
  16    Illuminati Exposed                                                            298088266957281
  17    Illuminating Souls                                                            38466722555
  18    Alternative Way                                                               119695318182956
  19    Paranormal Conspiracies                                                       455572884515474
  20    CANNABIS CURES CANCERS!                                                       115759665126597
  21    Natural Cures Not Medicine                                                    1104995126306864
  22    CTA Conspiracy Theorists' Association                                         515416211855967
  23    Illuminati Killers                                                            478715722175123
  24    Conspiracy 2012 & Beyond                                                      116676015097888
  25    GMO Dangers                                                                   182443691771352
  26    The Truthers Awareness                                                        576279865724651
  27    Exposing the truth about America                                              385979414829070
  28    Occupy Bilderberg                                                             231170273608124
  29    Speak the Revolution                                                          422518854486140
  30    I Don't Trust The Government                                                  380911408658563
  31    Sky Watch Map                                                                 417198734990619
  32    \| truthaholics                                                               201546203216539
  33    UFO Phenomenon                                                                419069998168962
  34    Conspiracy Theories & The Illuminati                                          117611941738491
  35    Lets Change The World                                                         625843777452057
  36    Makaveli The Prince Killuminati                                               827000284010733
  37    It's A New Day                                                                116492031738006
  38    New world outlawz---killuminati soldiers                                      422048874529740
  39    The Government's bullshit. Your argument is invalid.                          173884216111509
  40    America Awakened                                                              620954014584248
  41    The truth behold                                                              466578896732948
  42    Alien Ufo And News                                                            334372653327841
  43    Anti-Bilderberg Resistance Movement                                           161284443959494
  44    The Truth Unleashed                                                           431558836898020
  45    Anti GMO Foods and Fluoride Water                                             366658260094302
  46    STOP Controlling Nature                                                       168168276654316
  47    9/11 Blogger                                                                  109918092364301
  48    9/11 Studies and Outreach Club at ASU                                         507983502576368
  49    9/11 Truth News                                                               120603014657906
  50    Abolish the FDA                                                               198124706875206
  51    AboveTopSecret.com                                                            141621602544762
  52    Activist Post                                                                 128407570539436
  53    Alliance for Natural Health USA                                               243777274534
  54    All Natural & Organic. Say No To Toxic Chemicals.                             323383287739269
  55    Alternative Medicine                                                          219403238093061
  56    Alternative World News Network                                                154779684564904
  57    AltHealthWORKS                                                                318639724882355
  58    American Academy of Environmental Medicine                                    61115567111
  59    American Association of Naturopathic Physicians                               14848224715
  60    Ancient Alien Theory                                                          147986808591048
  61    Ancient Aliens                                                                100140296694563
  62    Ancient Astronaut Theory                                                      73808938369
  63    The Anti-Media                                                                156720204453023
  64    Anti Sodium Fluoride Movement                                                 143932698972116
  65    Architects & Engineers for 9/11 Truth                                         59185411268
  66    Association of Accredited Naturopathic Medical Colleges (AANMC)               60708531146
  67    Autism Media Channel                                                          129733027101435
  68    Babes Against Biotech                                                         327002374043204
  69    Bawell Alkaline Water Ionizer Health Benefits                                 447465781968559
  70    CancerTruth                                                                   348939748204
  71    Chemtrails Awareness                                                          12282631069
  72    Collective Evolution                                                          131929868907
  73    Conspiracy Theory With Jesse Ventura                                          122021024620821
  74    The Daily Sheeple                                                             114637491995485
  75    Dr. Bronner's Magic Soaps                                                     33699882778
  76    Dr. Joseph Mercola                                                            114205065589
  77    Dr. Ronald Hoffman                                                            110231295707464
  78    Earth. We are one.                                                            149658285050501
  79    Educate Inspire Change                                                        467083626712253
  80    Energise for Life: The Alkaline Diet Experts!                                 99263884780
  81    Exposing The Truth                                                            175868780941
  82    The Farmacy                                                                   482134055140366
  83    Fluoride Action Network                                                       109230302473419
  84    Food Babe                                                                     132535093447877
  85    Global Research (Centre for Research on Globalization)                        200870816591393
  86    GMO Inside                                                                    478981558808326
  87    GMO Just Say No                                                               1390244744536466
  88    GreenMedInfo.com                                                              111877548489
  89    Healthy Holistic Living                                                       134953239880777
  90    I Fucking Love Truth                                                          445723122122920
  91    InfoWars                                                                      80256732576
  92    Institute for Responsible Technology                                          355853721234
  93    I Want To Be 100% Organic                                                     431825520263804
  94    Knowledge of Today                                                            307551552600363
  95    La Healthy Living                                                             251131238330504
  96    March Against Monsanto                                                        566004240084767
  97    Millions Against Monsanto by OrganicConsumers.org                             289934516904
  98    The Mind Unleashed                                                            432632306793920
  99    Moms Across America                                                           111116155721597
  100   Moms for Clean Air/Stop Jet Aerosol Spraying                                  1550135768532988
  101   Natural Society                                                               191822234195749
  102   Non-GMO Project                                                               55972693514
  103   Occupy Corporatism                                                            227213404014035
  104   The Open Mind                                                                 782036978473504
  105   Organic Consumers Association                                                 13341879933
  106   Organic Health                                                                637019016358534
  107   The Organic Prepper                                                           435427356522981
  108   PreventDisease.com                                                            199701427498
  109   Raw For Beauty                                                                280583218719915
  110   REALfarmacy.com                                                               457765807639814
  111   ReThink911                                                                    581078305246370
  112   Sacred Geometry and Ancient Knowledge                                         363116270489862
  113   Stop OC Smart Meters                                                          164620026961366
  114   The Top Information Post                                                      505941169465529
  115   The Truth About Vaccines                                                      133579170019140
  116   Truth Teller                                                                  278837732170258
  117   Veterans Today                                                                170917822620
  118   What Doctors Don't Tell You                                                   157620297591924
  119   Wheat Belly                                                                   209766919069873
  120   Why don't you try this?                                                       202719226544269
  121   WND                                                                           119984188013847
  122   WorldTruth.TV                                                                 114896831960040
  123   Zeitgeist                                                                     32985985640
  124   Ancient Origins                                                               530869733620642
  125   Astrology Answers                                                             413145432131383
  126   Astrology News Service                                                        196416677051124
  127   Autism Action Network                                                         162315170489749
  128   Awakening America                                                             406363186091465
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Preliminaries and Definitions {#sec010}
-----------------------------

### Polarization of Users {#sec011}

Polarization of users, *ρ*~*u*~ ∈ \[0, 1\], is defined as the fraction of comments that a user *u* left on posts (videos) supporting conspiracy-like narratives on Facebook (YouTube). In mathematical terms, given *s*~*u*~, the number of comments left on Science posts by user *u*, and *c*~*u*~, the number of comments left on Conspiracy posts by user *u*, the polarization of *u* is defined as $$\rho_{u} = \frac{c_{u}}{s_{u} + c_{u}}.$$

We then consider users with *ρ*~*u*~ \> 0.95 as users polarized towards Conspiracy, and users with *ρ*~*u*~ \< 0.05 as users polarized towards Science.

### Bimodality Coefficient {#sec012}

The Bimodality Coefficient (BC) \[[@pone.0159641.ref026]\] is defined as $$BC = \frac{\mu_{3}^{2} + 1}{\mu_{4} + 3\frac{\left( n - 1 \right)^{2}}{\left( n - 2 \right)\left( n - 3 \right)}},$$ with *μ*~3~ referring to the skewness of the distribution and *μ*~4~ referring to its excess kurtosis, with both moments being corrected for sample bias using the sample size *n*.

The BC of a given empirical distribution is then compared to a benchmark value of *BC*~*crit*~ = 5/9 ≈ 0.555 that would be expected for a uniform distribution; higher values point towards bimodality, whereas lower values point toward unimodality.

### Multinomial Logistic Model {#sec013}

Multinomial logistic regression is a classification method that generalizes logistic regression to multi-class problems, i.e. with more than two possible discrete outcomes \[[@pone.0159641.ref027]\]. Such a model is used to predict the probabilities of the different possible outcomes of a categorically distributed dependent variable, given a set of independent variables. In the multinomial logistic model we assume that the log-odds of each response follow a linear model $$\eta_{ij} = \log\left( \frac{\pi_{ij}}{\pi_{iJ}} \right) = \alpha_{j} + x_{i}^{T}\beta_{j},$$ where *α*~*j*~ is a constant and *β*~*j*~ is a vector of regression coefficients, for *j* = 1, 2, ..., *J* − 1. Such a model is analogous to a logistic regression model, except that the probability distribution of the response is multinomial instead of binomial, and we have *J* − 1 equations instead of one. The *J* − 1 multinomial logistic equations contrast each of categories *j* = 1, 2, ..., *J* − 1 with the baseline category *J*. If *J* = 2 the multinomial logistic model reduces to the simple logistic regression model.

The multinomial logistic model may also be written in terms of the original probabilities *π*~*ij*~ rather than the log-odds. Indeed, assuming that *η*~*iJ*~ = 0, we can write $$\pi_{ij} = \frac{\exp\left( \eta_{ij} \right)}{\sum_{k = 1}^{J}\exp\left( \eta_{ik} \right)}.$$

### Classification Performance Measures {#sec014}

To assess the goodness of our model we use three different measures of classification performance: precision, recall, and accuracy. For each class *i*, we compute the number of true positive cases *TP*~*i*~, true negative cases *TN*~*i*~, false positive cases *FP*~*i*~, and false negative cases *FN*~*i*~. Then, for each class *i* the precision of the classification is defined as $$precision_{i} = \frac{TP_{i}}{TP_{i} + FP_{i}},$$ the recall is defined as $$recall_{i} = \frac{TP_{i}}{TP_{i} + FN_{i}},$$ and the accuracy is defined as $$accuracy_{i} = \frac{TP_{i} + TN_{i}}{TP_{i} + TN_{i} + FP_{i} + FN_{i}}.$$

### Power law distributions {#sec015}

Scaling exponents of power law distributions are estimated via maximum likelihood (ML) as shown in \[[@pone.0159641.ref028]\]. To provide a full probabilistic assessment about whether two distributions are similar, we estimate the posterior distribution of the difference between the scaling exponents through an Empirical Bayes method.

Suppose we have two samples of observations, *A* and *B*, following power law distributions. For the sample *A*, we use the ML estimate of the scaling parameter, ${\hat{\theta}}_{A}^{ML}$, as location hyper-parameter of a Normal distribution with scale hyper-parameter ${\hat{\sigma}}_{A}^{ML}$. Such a Normal distribution represents the prior distribution, $p\left( \theta_{A} \right) \sim \mathcal{N}\left( {\hat{\theta}}_{A}^{ML},{\hat{\sigma}}_{A}^{ML} \right)$, of the scaling exponent *θ*~*A*~. Then, according to the Bayesian paradigm, the prior distribution, *p*(*θ*~*A*~), is updated into a posterior distribution, *p*(*θ*~*A*~\|*x*~*A*~): $$p\left( \theta_{A} \middle| x_{A} \right) = \frac{p\left( x_{A} \middle| \theta_{A} \right)p\left( \theta_{A} \right)}{p\left( x_{A} \right)},$$ where *p*(*x*~*A*~\|*θ*~*A*~) is the likelihood. The posterior distribution is obtained via Metropolis-Hastings algorithm, i.e. a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method used to obtain a sequence of random samples from a probability distribution for which direct sampling is difficult \[[@pone.0159641.ref029]--[@pone.0159641.ref031]\]. To obtain reliable posterior distributions, we run 50,000 iterations (5,000 burned), which proved to ensure the convergence of the MCMC algorithm.

The posterior distribution of *θ*~*B*~ can be computed following the same steps. Once both posterior distributions, *p*(*θ*~*A*~\|*x*~*A*~) and *p*(*θ*~*B*~\|*x*~*B*~), are derived, we compute the distribution of the difference between the scaling exponents by subtracting the posteriors, i.e. $$p\left( \theta_{A} - \theta_{B} \middle| x_{A},x_{B} \right) = p\left( \theta_{A} \middle| x_{A} \right) - p\left( \theta_{B} \middle| x_{B} \right).$$

Then, by observing the 90% High Density Interval (`HDI`90) of *p*(*θ*~*A*~ − *θ*~*B*~), we can draw a full probabilistic assessment of the similarity between the two distributions.
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